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1 Introduction
In mobile environments, a user can share information with others using mobile devices, such as
personal digital assistants (PDAs), smart phones, and
laptops. However, an attacker can jam or intercept the
wireless signal to obtain private or sensitive information. Designing a secure protocol is critical to communication in mobile environments. A key exchange
protocol can establish a session key for securing the
subsequent communication between two communicating parties (Cagalj et al., 2006).
Diffie and Hellman (1976) introduced the first
key exchange protocol. Since then, various key exchange protocols have been developed. A three-party
key exchange (3PAKE) protocol permits three com-
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municating entities to share a session key in public
environments. Generally, 3PAKE protocols can also
be divided into two types: without a server (Hölbl et
al., 2010) and with a server (Lee et al., 2005; Lu and
Cao, 2007; Guo et al., 2008; Lee and Chang, 2008;
Yoon and Yoo, 2008; Padmavathy, 2010). The former
is a so-called tripartite protocol, and can be used to
establish a session key between three participants.
The session key is used to encrypt the transmitted data
for ensuring data confidentiality. In general, a 3PAKE
protocol without a server is another kind of multiparty key agreement protocol, and is suitable in some
practical scenarios, e.g., electronic commerce. In the
latter type of protocol, two users can establish a session key with a trusted server’s aid. A 3PAKE protocol can be accomplished in several applications. For
example, a buyer and a seller perform an online
transaction with the assistance of a trusted server.
Chen et al. (2008) provided a 3PAKE protocol
based on Schnorr (1989)’s digital signature scheme.
Their protocol achieved mutual authentication and
key exchange between two communicating entities in
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fewer communication rounds. Subsequently, Yang
and Chang (2009) pointed out that Chen et al.
(2008)’s protocol cannot withstand the stolen-verifier
attack (Menezes et al., 1996), and proposed a 3PAKE
protocol based on elliptic curve cryptosystems (ECCs)
(Miller, 1986; Koblitz, 1987). Yang and Chang
(2009)’s protocol provides resistance to stolen-verifier,
man-in-the-middle, and stolen-verifier attacks. In addition, their protocol lowers communication costs.
However, Tan (2010) showed that Yang and Chang
(2009)’s protocol was susceptible to impersonationof-initiator, impersonation-of-responder, and parallel
attacks.
1. In an impersonation-of-initiator attack, an attacker can imitate the requester to request communication with the responder.
2. In an impersonation-of-responder attack, an
attacker can imitate the responder to establish communication with the requester.
3. An attacker can successfully mount a parallel
attack such that two communicating entities cannot
establish the same session keys.
Tan (2010) proposed an enhanced protocol to
resolve the above weaknesses. In this paper, we
demonstrate that Tan (2010)’s protocol is still vulnerable to impersonation attacks, and propose a secure 3PAKE protocol to support the secure communication between two mobile entities. In our proposed
scheme, two mobile entities can establish a session
key with the server’s aid, and the session key is used
for securing subsequent communication. The proposed protocol not only withstands numerous attacks,
but also provides better performance.
2 Review of previous protocols
2.1 Yang and Chang (2009)’s 3PAKE protocol
Yang and Chang (2009) proposed a 3PAKE
protocol to improve Chen et al. (2001)’s protocol.
Their protocol includes three roles: a user A (called
session-initiator), a user B (called session-responder),
and a trusted server S, and could be divided into two
phases: the initialization phase and the authenticated
key exchange phase.
2.1.1 Initialization phase
The trusted server S initializes and generates
system parameters, and publishes Ep(a, b), Ek(·)/Dk(·),

and the point P. The notations of parameters used
throughout this paper are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Parameters and descriptions
Parameter
Fp
Ep(a, b)

Ek(·)/Dk(·)

P
skS/PKS
skid/PKid

SK
Z*p

Description
A finite field Fp over a large odd prime
p>2160
An elliptic curve equation Ep(a, b): y2
=x3+ax+b (mod p) with order n over Fp,
where n is a large number
Secure symmetric encryption/decryption
algorithms (e.g., advanced encryption
standard), where k is the symmetric key
A base point P of the order n over Ep(a, b)
The server’s private/public key pair, where
PKS=skSP
User’s private/public key pair, where PKid
=skidP. Each user needs to register to the
server to derive their private/public key
pair
Session key between two users
The reduced set of residues modulo p. Z*p
consists of all integers in [1, 2, ..., p−1]
that are relative prime to p

2.1.2 Authenticated key exchange phase
If user A wants to communicate with user B,
both users want to authenticate each other with server
S’s aid and establish a session key SK. This phase is
divided into three rounds as follows.
Round 1:
1. A chooses a random number rAZ*p to com
pute RA=rA·PKA, RA  rA·PKS, and the temporary key

KA=skA· RA =(kAx, kAy), where kAx and kAy denote x
and y coordinates of KA over Ep(a, b), respectively.
2. A chooses a random number wAZ*p to
compute WA=wA·B, CA=EkAx(RA, WA), and then sends
(IDA, request) and (IDA, IDB, CA, RA) to B and S,
respectively. Here, ‘request’ means that A invites B to
establish a session key.
Round 2:
1. Upon receiving the message (IDA, request), B
chooses a random number rBZ*p to compute

RB=rB·PKB, RB = rB·PKS, and the temporary key KB

=skB· RB =(kBx, kBy).
2. B chooses a random number wBZ*p to
compute WB=wB·B, CB=EkBx(RB, WB), and then sends
(IDB, response) and (IDB, IDA, CB, RB) to A and S,
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respectively. The ‘response’ means that B agrees with
A’s request.
Round 3:
1. Upon receiving (IDA, IDB, CA, RA) and (IDB,
IDA, CB, RB), S computes two temporary keys KA=
skS·RA=(kAx, kAy) and KB=skS·RB=(kBx, kBy), and
further uses kAx and kBx to decrypt CA and CB to obtain
(RA, RB) and (RB, WB), respectively.
2. S verifies whether the decrypted RA and RB are
equal to RA and RB sent from A and B, respectively. If
the verification holds, it means that both A and B are
valid users, and S continues to perform Step 3. Otherwise, S terminates the protocol and returns a failure
message to both users.
3. S uses the symmetric keys kAx and kBx to
compute CSA=EkAx(RA, WB) and CSB=EkBx(RB, WA), and
sends CSA and CSB to A and B, respectively.
4. After receiving CSA, A decrypts CSA to obtain
(RA, WB). Then, A verifies if the decrypted RA is equal
to RA computed in Round 1. If it is true, A confirms
that B has been authenticated by S, and further derives
the session key SK=wAWB. Otherwise, A terminates
this transaction.
5. Upon receiving CSB, B decrypts CSB to obtain
(RA, WB). Then, B verifies if the decrypted RB is equal
to RB computed in Round 2. If it is true, B confirms
that A has been authenticated by S, and further derives
the session key SK=wBWA. Otherwise, B terminates
this transaction.
2.2 Tan (2010)’s 3PAKE protocol
Tan (2010) first pointed out that Yang and Chang
(2009)’s 3PAKE protocol cannot withstand impersonation and parallel attacks. Then, Tan (2010) proposed an enhanced 3PAKE protocol (Fig. 1) to improve these mentioned weaknesses. However, we find
out that Tan (2010)’s protocol still cannot withstand
impersonation attacks. The main reason is that the
server uses only her/his own private key skS and the
user-provided Rid to generate the temporary key Kid.
Consider the impersonation-of-initiator attack scenario that an attacker C wants to impersonate the
initiator A to communicate with the responder B. The
attacker C performs the following steps:
1. C chooses a random number r'AZ*p to
compute R'A=r'A·PKC and the temporary key K'A=
r'A·skS·PKS=(k'Ax, k'Ay).
2. C chooses a random number w'AZ*p and

current timestamp T'A to compute W'A=w'A·P, C'AS=
EkAx(R'A, W'A, IDA, IDB, T'A), and then sends (IDA,
request) and (IDA, C'AS, R'A, TA) to B and S,
respectively.
3. In Round 3, S computes K'A=skS·R'A=
skS·r'A·PKC=r'A·skC·PKS=(k'Ax, k'Ay) after receiving
(IDA, C'AS, R'A, TA). Furthermore, S uses k'Ax to decrypt C'AS to obtain (R'A, W'A, IDA, IDB, TA) and verifies if the decrypted R'A and T'A are equal to the
received R'A and T'A, respectively. The verification
will hold; it means that C successfully impersonates A
and passes the authentication process.
In the impersonation-of-responder attack scenario, the attacker C can also impersonate the responder
B to build a session key with the initiator A.

3 Proposed three-party
(3PAKE) protocol

key

exchange

We propose a secure 3PAKE protocol for establishing a session key between two entities with a
trusted server. To prevent impersonation attacks, the
user’s public key is used to generate the temporary
key. The proposed protocol is divided into two phases:
the initialization phase and the authenticated key
exchange phase. The initialization phase of the proposed protocol is the same as the one of Yang and
Chang (2009)’s protocol in Section 2.1. In addition,
users A and B register with the trusted server S, and
obtain YA=skA·PKS and YB=skB·PKS, respectively.
The detailed descriptions of the authenticated key
exchange phase are as follows.
Round 1 (Fig. 2):
1. A chooses a random number rAZ*p to compute RA=rAskA·P+YA and the temporary key
KA=rA·YA=(kAx, kAy), where kAx and kAy are x and y
coordinates of KA over Ep(a, b), respectively.
2. A computes the encryption message CA=
EkAx(RA, IDA, IDB, TA) and sends (IDA, request) and
(IDA, RA, CA, TA) to B and S, respectively. ‘request’
means that A invites B to establish a session key.
Round 2 (Fig. 3):
1. Upon receiving (IDA, request), B chooses a
random number rBZ*p to compute RB=rBskB·P+YB
and the temporary key KB=rB·YB=(kBx, kBy).
2. B computes the encryption message
CB=EkBx(RB, IDB, IDA, TB) and sends (IDB, response)
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Alice (A)

Bob (B)

Server (S)

RA=rA·PKA
KA=rA·skA·PKS=(kAx, kAy)
WA=wA·P
CAS=EkAx(RA, WA, IDA, IDB, TA)
(IDA, request)
(IDA, CAS, RA, TA)
RB=rB·PKB
KB=rB·skB·PKS=(kBx, kBy)
WB=wB·P
CBS=EkBx(RB, WB, IDB, IDA, TB)
(IDB, request)

(IDA, CBS, RB, TB)
KA=skS·RA=(kAx, kAy)
KB=skS·RB=(kBx, kBy)
(RA, WA, IDA, IDB, TA)=DkAx(CAS)
(RB, WB, IDB, IDA, TB)=DkBx(CBS)
CSA=EkAx(RA, WB, IDA, TS, IDS)
CSB=EkBx(RB, WA, IDB, TS, IDS)

(CSB, TS)
(CSA, TS)
(RA, WB, IDA, TS, IDS)=DkAx(CSA)
SK=wA·WB

(RB, WA, IDB, TS, IDS)=DkBx(CSB)
SK=wB·WA

Fig. 1 Tan (2010)’s three-party key exchange (3PAKE) protocol

Alice (A)

Server (S)

Bob (B)

RA=rAskA·P+YA
KA=rA·YA=(kAx, kAy)
CA=EkAx(RA, IDA, IDB, TA)
(IDA, request)
(IDA, RA, CA, TA)

Fig. 2 Round 1 of the second phase in our proposed protocol

Alice (A)

Server (S)

Bob (B)
RB=rBskA·P+YB
KB=rB·YB=(kBx, kBy)
CB= EkBx(RB, IDB, IDA, TB)
(IDB, response)

(IDA, RA, CA, TA)

Fig. 3 Round 2 of the second phase in our proposed protocol
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and (IDB, RB, CB, TB) to A and S, respectively. ‘response’ means that B agrees wtih A’s request.
Round 3 (Fig. 4):
1. Upon receiving (IDA, RA, CA, TA) and (IDB,
RB, CB, TB), S computes temporary keys
KA=skS·(RA−skS·PKA)=(kAx, kAy) and KB=skS·(RB
−skS·PKB)=(kBx, kBy), and further uses kAx and kBx to
decrypt CA and CB to obtain (RA, IDA, IDB, TA) and
(RB, IDB, IDA, TB), respectively.
2. S performs the following verification steps: (1)
The decrypted TA and TB are equal to the received TA
and TB, respectively, and both of them are fresh; (2)
The decrypted RA and RB are equal to RA and RB sent
from A and B, respectively. If both of the verification
results are true, both users are valid, and S continues
to perform step 3. Otherwise, S terminates the protocol and returns a failure message to both users.
3. S uses the symmetric keys kAx and kBx to
compute CSA=EkAx(RA, KB, IDA, IDS, TS) and CSB=
Ek (RB, KA, IDB, IDS, TS) and sends CSA and CSB to A
and B, respectively.
4. After receiving CSA, A computes DkAx(CSA)=
(RA, KB, IDA, IDS, TS) and performs the following
verification steps. A verifies (1) the decrypted TS is
equal to TS sent from S and TS is fresh, and (2) the
decrypted RA is equal to RA computed in Round 1. If
both of the verification results are true, A confirms
that B has been authenticated by S, and computes the
session key SK=rAskA·KB. Otherwise, A rejects this
transaction.
Bx

Alice (A)

5. After receiving CSA, B decrypts CSB to obtain
(RB, KA, IDB, IDS, TS), and performs the same verification steps shown in Step 4 to verify RB and TS. If
both of the verification results are true, B confirms
that A has been authenticated by S, and further computes the session key SK=rBskB·KA. Otherwise, B
rejects this transaction.

4 Security and performance analyses
4.1 Security analysis
Based on the intractability of solving the elliptic
curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) and elliptic curve computational Diffie-Hellman problem
(ECCDHP) (Miller, 1986; Koblitz, 1987), we give
formal analyses to prove that our protocol can achieve
these security requirements, including known key
security, forward secrecy, key-compromise impersonation, unknown key share, no key control, and
replay-attack resistance. Detailed descriptions of
ECDLP and ECCDHP are shown as follows.
Assumption 1 (Elliptic curve discrete logarithm
problem, ECDLP) Given two points P and Q on an
elliptic curve, it is computationally infeasible to find
an integer r such that Q=rP.
Assumption 2 (Elliptic curve computational
Diffie-Hellman problem, ECCDHP)
Given three
points P, xP, and yP on an elliptic curve, it is computationally infeasible to compute a point xy·P.
Server (S)

Bob (B)

KA=skS·(RA- skS·PKA)=(kAx, kAy)
KB=skS·(RB- skS·PKB)=(kBx, kBy)
(RA, IDA, IDB, TA)=DkAx(CA)
(RB, IDB, IDA, TB)=DkBx(CB)
Check TA, TB, RA, and RB
CSA=EkAx(RA, KB, IDA, IDS, TS)
(CSB, TS)

CSB=EkBx(RB, KA, IDB, IDS, TS)

(CSA, TS)
(RA, KB, IDA, IDS, TS)=DkAx(CSA)

(RB, KA, IDB, IDS, TS)=DkBx(CSB)

Check RA and TS

Check RB and TS

SK=rAskA·KB

SK=rBskB·KA

Fig. 4 Round 3 of the second phase in our proposed protocol
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In the following, we introduce the adversary
models defined by Canetti and Krawczyk (2001), and
then show that the proposed protocol is secure against
the adversary under the assumptions of ECDLP and
ECCDHP.
Canetti and Krawczyk (2001) addressed two
kinds of adversary models: the unauthenticated-links
model and the authenticated-links model. Assume
that two communicating entities carry out a messagedriven protocol controlled by an adversary. One of the
entities A with the identity IDA serves as an initiator,
and the other entity B with the identity IDB serves as a
responder. (IDA, IDB, sid, initiaotr) and (IDB, IDA, sid,
responder) are the input data to the key exchange
protocol associated to A and B, respectively, where
sid is a session identifier. The session associated to A
and the session associated to B are matching if their
session identifiers are identical. Details of the adversary models are described as follows.
In the unauthenticated-links model, there is a
probabilistic polynomial-time attacker, denoted by U,
who can control the communication links and the
schedule for all protocol events. That is, U can modify
the transmitted messages, inject some messages, and
re-schedule the initiation of the protocol and the
subsequent message transmission in the protocol. To
gain the advantage from the game, U can send the
following queries to the game simulator:
Session-state reveal: U submits a party’s identity
and an incomplete session identifier and learns the
state of the session. Note that U cannot learn any
long-term secret information or master keys held by
the party.
Session-key query: U submits a party’s identity
and a complete session identifier, and learns the session key in the intended session.
Session expiration: U submits a party’s identity
and a complete session identifier for letting the simulator erase the session key and related session
states. This query captures the notion of perfect forward secrecy.
Party-corruption query: U decides to corrupt a
party and learns all secret information or master keys
of the party, and then completely controls the party.
After that, the party cannot be activated.
The authenticated-links model is applicable to
the case that the attacker does not have the capability
to inject or modify the transmitted messages. In other

words, there exists a probabilistic polynomial-time
attacker V, who is restricted to delivering messages
generated from one of the communicating parties to
the other one.
Theorem 1
If our proposed three-party authenticated key exchange protocol is session-key secure in
the authenticated-links model, then our proposed
three-party authenticated key exchange protocol is
also session-key secure in the unauthenticated-links
model.
Proof Suppose that there is an adversary V in an
authenticated-links model. Given (PKS, rAYA, rBYB),
the goal of a simulator δ is to output rAskArBskB·PKS.
Given a security parameter l, δ generates system parameters. After that, V can send the above queries to δ.
According to the simulation, the session key is
represented in the form of SK=rAskArBskB·PKS.
However, it is computationally infeasible to obtain
rAskArBskB·PKS for given rAYA and rBYB in accordance with Assumptions 1 and 2.
Hence, the advantage AdvV(l) for V is negligible
in the authenticated-links model. That is, our protocol
is session-key secure in the authenticated-links model.
According to the above result, the advantage AdvU(l)
for U is also negligible in the unauthenticated-links
model. This implies that our protocol is session-key
secure in the unauthenticated model.
Theorem 2
If our proposed three-party authenticated key exchange protocol is perfect forward secure
in the unauthenticated-links model, then the advantage AdvV(l) for an adversary is negligible in the
unauthenticated model.
Proof Suppose that there is an adversary U in the
unauthenticated-links model. Given a security parameter l, a simulator δ generates system parameters.
According to the above models, it is assumed that U
has compromised the long-term keys held by A, B, or
S before the session expires. Under this assumption,
U still cannot compromise the past session keys
shared by A and B because it is computationally infeasible to obtain SK=rAskArBskB·PKS for given {skA,
skB, skS, KA, KB} in accordance with Assumptions 1
and 2, where KA=rAYA and KB=rBYB.
Hence, the advantage AdvU(l) for U is negligible
in the unauthenticated-links model. This implies that
our protocol achieves perfect forward secrecy in the
unauthenticated-links model.
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Theorem 3
If our proposed three-party authenticated key exchange protocol is key-compromise impersonation resistant in the unauthenticated-links
model, then the advantage AdvV(l) for an adversary is
negligible in the unauthenticated model.
Proof
If an attacker obtains user A’s long-term
secret key, he/she can certainly impersonate A. Nevertheless, a protocol is said to be resistant with keycompromise impersonation attacks if A’s long-term
secret key is leaked. The attacker cannot masquerade
other users and obtain the resulting session key.
Suppose that there is an adversary U in the
unauthenticated-links model. Given a security parameter l, a simulator δ generates system parameters.
According to the above models, it is assumed that U
has compromised the long-term keys held by A, B, or
S before the session expires. Two kinds of simulations
for key-compromise impersonation attacks are as
follows:
1. Suppose that one entity A’s or B’s private key
is compromised. For given skA/skB, U still cannot
successfully impersonate the other entity B or A to the
compromised entity A or B because it is computationally infeasible to obtain KB or KA in accordance
with Assumption 1, where KA=skS·(RA−skS·PKA) and
KB=skS·(RB−skS·PKB). Hence, the advantage AdvU(l)
for U is negligible in the unauthenticated-links model.
2. Some key exchange protocols cannot in fact
be really resistant to key-compromise impersonation
attacks, especially identity-based key exchange protocols. Suppose that an adversary obtains the server’s
long-term private key. The adversary can derive each
user’s private key skA/skB for given {PKA, PKB} due
to Assumption 1. Furthermore, it is computationally
infeasible to obtain SK=rAskArBskB·PKS for given
{skA, KA, KB} due to Assumption 2. Hence, the adversary cannot successfully impersonate A or B to B
or A. The advantage AdvU(l) for U is also negligible
in the unauthenticated-links model. Our proposed
protocol can withstand key-compromise impersonation attacks.
In the following, we discuss how our proposed
protocol can achieve unknown key share, no key
control, and replay-attack resistance.
Unknown key share means that two users A and
B cannot be coerced into sharing a key between them
when either A or B actually thinks that the key is
shared with another user C. Because the transmitted

messages and ciphers include users’ identities, no one
but A can build the session key with B, and no one but
B can build the session key with A. Furthermore, our
proposed protocol can withstand key-compromise
impersonation attacks. A believes the session key is
shared with B, and similarly B believes the session
key is shared with A. Therefore, the proposed approach can withstand unknown key share attacks.
Key control means that one of the participants
can determine a certain value as the session key or
predict its value. Definitely, our proposed protocol
achieves no key control, since the session key
SK=rArBPKS is composed of rA and rB, which are
contributed by A and B, respectively. Both users
cannot decide or predict the value of the session key.
The replay attack means that an attacker simply
takes a previous message and sends it again to pass
the authentication. If two users A and B exchange the
messages, an adversary eavesdrops and duplicates the
message (IDA, RA, CA, TA). After A and B stop
communications, the adversary wants to pretend to be
A or B. He/She can perform the following steps:
1. The adversary wants to masquerade as A, and
replays the message (IDA, RA, CA, TA) to S. Then, S
checks if the decrypted TA is equal to the received TA,
and whether TA is fresh or not. If those are true, S
assures that A is valid. Otherwise, S terminates the
protocol and returns a failure message to both users.
In this case, the timestamp TA is not fresh, so the
adversary cannot impersonate A successfully.
2. Similarly, the adversary cannot impersonate B
by resending the message (IDB, RB, CB, TB) to S, since
the message includes the timestamp TB.
4.2 Performance
comparisons

and

security

achievement

According to Table 2, it is obvious to see that our
proposed protocol can achieve session-key security,
forward secrecy, unknown key share resistance, no
key control, replay-attack resistance, and keycompromise impersonation resistance. Both of Yang
and Chang (2009)’s and Tan (2010)’s protocols cannot resist against the key-compromise impersonation
attack, and Yang and Chang (2009)’s protocol also
cannot detect the replay attack.
We further analyze the performance of the proposed protocol. Assume the following conditions
hold: (1) The size of p used in ECC is 160 bits; (2)
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The encrypted message size of the symmetric encryption/ decryption algorithm (e.g., the advanced
encryption standard (AES)) is 128 bits; (3) The digest
message size of the hash function (e.g., secure hash
algorithm 1 (SHA-1)) is 160 bits; (4) The timestamp
length is 16 bits; (5) The user’s identity size is 80 bits.
Table 3 shows the comparisons of message sizes and
computational costs of Yang and Chang (2009)’s, Tan
(2010)’s, and our protocols. The total communication
sizes in Yang and Chang (2009)’s protocol are
1312 bits, and the total communication size in Tan
(2010)’s protocol and our proposed protocol are both
1056 bits.
In the aspect of computational costs, both Yang
and Chang (2009)’s and Tan (2010)’s protocols need
12 point multiplications and 8 symmetric encryptions/
decryptions in total. Our proposed protocol requires
only 10 point multiplications, 4 point additions, and 8
symmetric encryptions/decryptions. Note that point
multiplications are more time-consuming than point
additions on ECC (Tsaur and Chou, 2005). The
computational cost for performing P+Q is 2M+S+I if
P≠Q, which is called an addition. The computational
cost for performing P+Q is 2M+2S+I if P=Q, which
is called a doubling. The symbols M, S, and I indicate
a multiplication, a squaring, and an inversion in finite
fields, respectively. Furthermore, if the square and
multiply method (Knuth, 1981) is adopted, one point
multiplication requires approximately 159 doublings
and 79 additions to perform rP in the average case,
where r is a 160-bit number. Consequently, Yang and
Chang (2009)’s and Tan (2010)’s protocols both

require 1908 doublings and 948 additions, and our
protocol requires only 1590 doublings and 794 additions without considering symmetric encryptions/
decryptions.
5 Conclusions
User authentication and key exchange are essential to ensure secure communication. In a threeparty authentication key exchange protocol, both
communicating entities can obtain a session key with
the assistance of a trusted server and establish a secure channel. This paper presents an efficient and
secure three-party authenticated key exchange protocol based on ECC, which can accomplish most
desired security goals and attributes, e.g., replay attack, forward secrecy, known key security, keycompromise impersonation, and unknown key share.
Moreover, our proposed 3PAKE protocol is efficient
and practical in mobile environments.
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